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Unlassi�ed Report: 012/97Title: Jaobi-Davidson methods for eigenvalue problems in polezero analysisAuthor(s): C.W. BomhofPart of projet:Customer:Keywords: Ciruit Analysis; Analogue Simulation; Pole Zero Analysis;Stability Analysis; Numerial Analysis; Eigenvalue Prob-lems; Jaobi-Davidson methodsAbstrat: The Jaobi-Davidson QR method is an iterative methodfor solving eigenproblems. In the original implementation,Jaobi-Davidson QR is not very suitable for solving eigen-value problems in pole zero analysis. The experiments showthat a modi�ed implementation is suitable for eigenvalueomputations in pole zero analysis. However, the omputa-tional osts may be rather large. To redue the omputa-tional osts some other approahes are surveyed.Conlusions: A number of modi�ations are made to the original JDQRimplementation to make the method more suitable for eigen-value problems in pole zero analysis. The Bode plots of alarge number of pole zero problems are showing that JDQRis suitable for aurate eigenvalue alulation in pole zeroproblems, if the problem does not have extremely large dy-namis or extremely ill onditioned eigenvalues. Only fortwo problems with large dynamis the Bode plots are notsuÆiently aurate. Setion 5.3 shows for a number ofproblems that JDQR is muh more aurate and more ro-bust than the Arnoldi method as implemented in Pstar.The omputational osts strongly depends on the numberof eigenvalues that are important to the spei�ed frequenyrange. If this number is large, JDQR will be more expensivethan QR. However, JDQR needs less memory than QR. Theshift-and-invert approah of setion 4 an be interesting forvery large pole zero problems, espeially when one is onlyinterested in the stability of the iruit.Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997 iii
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Unlassi�ed Report 012/971 IntrodutionIn this report the suitability of Jaobi-Davidson methods for solving eigenvalueproblems, whih are arising from pole zero analysis, is investigated. In the urrentrelease (3.4) of Pstar two methods for eigenvalue problems are implemented: theQR method and the Arnoldi method.The implementation of the QR method proved itself to be very robust and veryaurate. Unfortunately the method works with full matries. This restrits thenumber of unknowns to about 600, due to memory requirements and omputationaltime.With the Arnoldi method (as desribed in [1℄) it is possible to exploit the sparsehierarhial data struture of Pstar beause only matrix-vetor produts are needed.In priniple this allows iruits that are muh larger than 600 unknowns. In pra-tie the Arnoldi method is less robust than the QR method. In general a numberof eigenvalues will be reasonably aurate, but for some problems not enough eigen-values are alulated or some of the eigenvalues are not suÆiently aurate. Insuh ases reliable stability analysis and drawing orret Bode plots is not possible.Setion 5 will show some of these problems.As the Arnoldi method, the Jaobi-Davidson QR (JDQR) method uses only matrix-vetor produts, so the hierarhial data struture of Pstar an be exploited. In [2℄it is onluded that Arnoldi and JDQR (the original implementation of JDQR asdesribed in [5℄) are not suÆient for the purpose.In this report some modi�ations to JDQR are proposed in order to make the methodmore suitable for eigenvalue problems arising from pole zero analysis. The JDQRmethod is tested for the pole zero problems of the Pstar pole zero test set.The Jaobi-Davidson (JD) method is desribed in [7℄. It is an iterative methodfor the omputation of a few eigenpairs of a matrix. The Jaobi-Davidson QR(JDQR) method is an extension of JD. JDQR uses a deation tehnique to omputea partial Shur form (or partial QR deomposition) of the matrix. With this deationJDQR is better able to alulate a larger number of eigenvalues than JD does. TheJaobi-Davidson QZ (JDQZ) method omputes a generalized partial Shur formfor the generalized eigenproblem, in a similar way as JDQR does for the standardeigenproblem. The JDQR and JDQZ methods are not desribed here. A ompletedesription of these methods an be found in [3℄.Several methods for pole zero analysis are desribed and investigated in [8℄ and [9℄.In setion 2 a short overview of eigenvalue problems in pole zero analysis is given.Setion 3 desribes in whih way the JDQR method an be used for eigenvalueproblems in pole zero analysis. In this setion �rst the problem size of the eigenvalueproblem is redued. With this redution JDQR is more able to handle ill onditionedeigenvalue problems. Moreover, the matries whih are used by JDQR will beomesmaller. Some other topis in this setion are the order in whih the eigenvaluesPhilips Eletronis N.V. 1997 1



012/97 Unlassi�ed Reportare omputed, an adaptive stopping riterion and orthogonalization. A few otherapproahes, based on JDQZ and on shift-and-invert, to solve the eigenvalue problemare surveyed in setion 4. The results are presented in setion 5 and the onlusionsare in setion 6.2 Eigenvalue problems in pole zero analysisIn pole zero analysis the small signal behaviour of an eletri iruit is studied.This tells us, among other things, something about the stability of the iruit. Thesmall signal iruit behaviour is desribed by the linearisation of a nonlinear systemof di�erential algebrai equations around the DC-solution. This gives the linearsystem of equations Gx+ C dxdt = 0:Matries C and G are real and not neessarily symmetri. After Laplae transformthe system of equations beomes(G+ sC)X = Cx(0);Where X is the Laplae transform of x and s 2 C .The iruit response transfer funtionH(s) = (G+ sC)�1desribes how unknowns are responding to variations of other unknowns. The re-sponse of the i-th (output) unknown to a unit variation of the j-th (input) unknownis the transfer funtion Hij(s) = eiT (G + sC)�1ej (1)= Det((G+ sC)i;ej)Det(G+ sC)= Det( �G+ s �C)Det(G+ sC) ;due to Cramer's rule, here (G+ sC)i;ej = �G+ s �C is the matrix G+ sC with the i-tholumn replaed by the j-th unit vetor ej.The funtion Hij is a rational funtion in s. In pole zero analysis one is interested inthe poles p and the zeros z of this funtion. These poles and zeros are the solutionsof Det(G+ pC) = 0and Det( �G+ z �C) = 0:2 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997



Unlassi�ed Report 012/97The poles p an be found by alulating the eigenvalues s = �p of the generalizedeigenvalue problem (G� sC)x = 0: (2)The zeros z an be found by alulating the eigenvalues s = �z of the generalizedeigenvalue problem ( �G� s �C)x = 0: (3)With these poles and zeros Hij(s) an be expressed asHij(s) = hijQk(s� zk)Ql(s� pl)= Hij(0)Qk(1� s=zk)Ql(1� s=pl) ; (4)for suitable hij and with Hij(0) = (G�1)ij = eTi G�1ej, from (1), pl are the poles andzk are the zeros.For a more general response with a linear ombination of input unknowns b and alinear ombination of output unknowns a the transfer funtion isaT (G+ sC)�1b:In this ase one has to solve similar eigenvalue problems as (2) and (3) with matrix�C replaed by a transformed matrix Ĉ and matrix �G by a transformed matrix Ĝ(see [1℄).The generalized eigenvalue problem (2) is equivalent to the standard eigenvalueproblem (G�1C � �I)x = 0: (5)Note that in general matrix G is not singular. The poles are p = �1=�, for � 6= 0.For the zeros the standard eigenvalue problem is( �G�1 �C � ��I)x = 0 (6)and the zeros are z = �1=��, for �� 6= 0. These standard forms of the eigenvalueproblems will be used for the JDQR method. Note that we are only interestedin eigenvalues of (5) and (6) whih are unequal to zero. Others are related toinstantaneous (algebrai) behaviour.To hek if a numerial algorithm has alulated the eigenvalues suÆiently aurateone an ompare the Bode plot based on pole zero analyses with the Bode plot basedon an AC-analysis. In the Bode plot the absolute value of Hij({!) ({ is the imaginaryunit) is plotted versus the frequeny !. On the vertial axis a Deibel (20 � log) saleis used. In pole zero analysis Hij({!) is alulated by evaluation of (4); In AC-analysis Hij({!) is alulated by Hij({!) = eiT (G+ {!C)�1ej. In general evaluationof the transfer by AC-analysis is muh heaper than pole zero analysis. However,pole zero analysis gives the designer a lot of extra harateristi information aboutPhilips Eletronis N.V. 1997 3



012/97 Unlassi�ed Reportthe iruit in a ompat form. For example, with pole zero analysis the stability ofthe iruit an be determined.Formula (4) shows that poles and zeros whih are large in absolute value are inuen-ing the Bode plot only for high frequenies. Suh poles and zeros are orrespondingto small (in absolute sense) eigenvalues � of (5) and (6).Unless stated otherwise, in the remainder of this report the notation C is used formatrix C or �C and G is used for G or �G. The reason for this is that the eigenvalueproblems (5) and (6) will be solved in the same way.2.1 Jordan bloks and ill onditioned problemsUnder ertain restritions (e.g. onservation of urrents) matries C and G anbe arbitrary matries, i.e. for arbitrary matries A and B, it is always possible toonstrut a iruit suh that C = A andG = B. This means that there is no physialreason indiating that the matrix G�1C does not have ill onditioned eigenvalues.An eigenvalue of a matrix A is ill onditioned if the eigenvalue is very sensitive toperturbations of A. In pratie, ill onditioned eigenvalues are often arising in polezero analysis, see setion 5.2.The matrix G�1C is not neessarily diagonalizable. For example, Jordan bloksassoiated with the eigenvalue zero are sometimes arising in G�1C when in theiruit indutors and apaitors are onneted to eah other in some partiular way.In suh ases the eigenvalues are very sensitive to perturbations in matrixG�1C. Foran eigenvalue assoiated with a n-dimensional Jordan blok an O(�) perturbationin G�1C might give an O(�1=n) perturbation in the eigenvalues. So instead of aneigenvalue � = 0, a numerial algorithmmight alulate an eigenvalueO(~�1=n), where~� is the mahine preision. This will inuene the Bode plot for high frequenieswhen the maximum frequeny of the Bode plot is large. In pratie it is possiblethat the alulated eigenvalue ~� of an ill onditioned eigenvalue � = 0 or � � 0, isas large as a well onditioned eigenvalue whih is of interest to the iruit designer.Ill onditioned problems (e.g. due to Jordan bloks) an be deteted by applying arandom Householder (orthogonal) transform Q to M1 = G�1C, Q = I � 2vvT=vTv,v a random vetor. In exat arithmeti the eigenvalues of M2 = QTG�1CQ are thesame as the eigenvalues of the original matrix M1. In inexat arithmeti a relativelarge di�erene between one or more eigenvalues of M1 and M2 implies that theeigenvalue problem is ill onditioned. In setion 5.2 these Householder transformsare used to investigate the ondition of the eigenvalues.
4 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997



Unlassi�ed Report 012/973 Calulating eigenvalues with the JDQR methodThe JDQR method alulates solutions of the standard eigenproblem(A� �I)q = 0:This is done by alulating a partial Shur formAQk = QkRk:The diagonal entries of Rk are eigenvalues of A. A general desription of the JDQRmethod an be found in [3℄. With A = G�1C, the JDQR method alulates eigen-values of the standard eigenvalue problems (5) and (6). For this, JDQR needs thematrix vetor produt G�1Cv. Pstar an generate the sparse hierarhial matrixC and a sparse hierarhial UL deomposition of G, so it is easy to alulate thematrix vetor produt. Note that Pstar is also able to alulate a sparse hierarhialUL deomposition of the more general matrix G + �C, � 2 C .In this report the eigenvalues have been alulated using the Matlab implementation[5℄ of the JDQR method, applied to the at matrix of the iruit. Beause of thesmall size of the test problems the matrix G�1C ould be alulated expliitly. Thishas been done for eah test problem. So, in Matlab it is easy to aess the ij-thelement of G�1C, but we have to remind that in Pstar this is muh more expensive.The remainder of this setion desribes some modi�ations made to the Matlabimplementation of JDQR to make the method more suitable for pole zero eigenvalueproblems or to make the eigenvalue problems more suitable for JDQR. The samenotations are used as in [3℄, exept that no bold fae letters are used to indiate largedimensional variables. Note that there has been foused on aurate alulation ofeigenvalues, not on omputational eÆieny.3.1 Reduing the problem sizeIn general the matries C and G are very sparse and the matrix C has several zeroolumns. We an use the struture of C and G to redue the problem size andsometimes to eliminate Jordan bloks.A zero olumn in C auses a zero olumn in G�1C and this gives an eigenvaluezero. Suppose the j-th olumn of matrix C is equal to zero, then we an reduethe problem size by deleting the j-th olumn and the j-th row of matrix G�1C.The eigenvalues unequal to zero of the new matrix are the same as the eigenvaluesunequal to zero of the original matrix. Deleting of rows and olumns is done with arestrition matrix ST beause we do not want to alulate G�1C expliitly. Supposethe olumns i1; : : : ; ik of C are unequal to zero and the other olumns of C are equalto zero then the redued matrix is STG�1CS;Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997 5



012/97 Unlassi�ed Reportwith S = [ei1 ; : : : ; eik ℄, ej is the j-th unit vetor.One possibility to determine the zero olumns of C is to alulate the matrix vetorprodut Cei for eah unit vetor ei and to hek whih matrix vetor produts arezero. These matrix vetor produts are heap beause C will be very sparse ingeneral. There are more eÆient ways to determine the zero olumns of C withinPstar beause the sparsity pattern of C is expliitly known.Sometimes it is possible to redue the problem size further by also onsidering theremoval of zero rows and the orresponding olumns of STG�1CS. For doing this,we have to investigate whether a row of STG�1CS is zero or not (note that G�1Cis not expliitly known in the Pstar framework). This an be done by alulatingw(i) = STG�1CSv(i) for some vetors v(i) and hek if there are indies j for whihthe j-th omponent w(i)j = 0, for eah i. In pratie it is not neessary to use allthe unit vetors ei for v(i) to be sure that a omponent of w(i) is equal to zero. Itis suÆient to evaluate a few (e.g. 5) di�erent random vetors v(i). Removing therows and olumns of STG�1CS is done by deleting the appropriate olumns of S.After deleting one row of STG�1CS we may have introdued a new zero row inthe new STG�1CS, therefore we an repeat this proedure of deleting rows andorresponding olumns until all rows of STG�1CS are unequal to zero. Note thatS is only a simple restrition matrix, so it is not neessary to alulate the matrixS expliitly. In JDQR the matrix vetor produt G�1Cv has been replaed bySTG�1CSv. In the remainder of this setion the notation G�1C is used for theredued matrix STG�1CS.As an example the proedure desribed above an be applied to the matries �C and�G from the test iruit pz 38:
�G�1 �C = 2666666664

0 �1 � 10�3 �2 � 10�3 �3 � 10�3 0 0 00 0 �1 � 10�3 �2 � 10�3 0 0 00 0 0 �1 � 10�3 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 01 � 100 1 � 10�6 1 � 10�6 1 � 10�6 0 0 0�1 � 10�3 �2 � 10�3 �3 � 10�3 �4 � 10�3 0 0 0
3777777775 : (7)

This results in a 0 by 0 matrix (indeed, all eigenvalues of �G�1 �C are zero). In this asethe 4� 4 Jordan blok is eliminated. Note that the results will be very inaurate ifJDQR is applied diretly to the matrix of (7). In general this is not always possible.Setion 5.1 shows the redution of the problem size for the problems of the test set.3.2 Seleting the eigenvaluesFor pole zero analysis we are only interested in the poles and zeros with absolutevalue not very muh larger than the maximal frequeny spei�ed by the Pstar user.6 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997
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l !Figure 1: The absolute value of the real (+) and the imaginary part (o) of theeigenvalues unequal to zero assoiated with the poles of pz 28. The eigenvalues areordered in dereasing absolute value. There is a large eigenvalue of order 106 andthere are a lot of eigenvalues of order 10�1 and smaller.
In fat these poles and zeros are inuening the Bode plot (see setion 2) for thefrequeny range of interest (system behaviour). In general there are few poles andzeros whih are small in absolute value and there are a lot of poles and zeros whihare large in absolute value (parasitis). The small ones are orresponding to largeeigenvalues and the large ones are orresponding to small eigenvalues (p = �1=�).So we are interested in all eigenvalues with absolute value larger than some valuewhih depends on the spei�ed maximum frequeny. These eigenvalues are usuallydistributed in the right half of the omplex plane, otherwise the iruit is not stable.The distribution beomes, in general, more dense lose to the origin. This meansthat the Pstar user has to hoose the maximum frequeny very arefully in order tolimit the number of eigenvalues that have to be alulated. As an example, �gure 1shows the eigenvalue distribution assoiated with the poles of pz 28. The di�erenebetween the largest eigenvalue and the small eigenvalues is rather large in this ase.The JDQR method is designed for alulating eigenvalues lose to some target: theeigenvalue losest to the target is seleted. In our ase it is not lear whih target tohoose beause we have to alulate all the eigenvalues larger than some value. Cal-ulating extremal eigenvalues with JDQR is in general easier (faster onvergene)than alulating interior eigenvalues, so it makes sense to replae the seletion rite-rion losest to the target of the original JDQR method by largest in absolute value.When JDQR has alulated an eigenvalue, the matrix G�1C is deated and JDQRan proeed with alulating the largest eigenvalue of the deated matrix. This isPhilips Eletronis N.V. 1997 7



012/97 Unlassi�ed Reportrepeated until the remaining eigenvalues are assumed to be suÆiently small:j�j < dr j�maxj; (8)�max is the largest eigenvalue in absolute value and dr is a 'dynami range'. InPstar it will be better to ombine (8) by a riterion whih is based on the spei�edmaximum frequeny pz max frequeny beause, in general,one is not interested inpoles (p = 1=�) whih are muh larger then pz max frequeny. pz freq ratio is aparameter � 1. j�j < pz freq ratiopz max frequenyDuring the iterative proess JDQR sometimes jumps between two approximateomplex-onjugate Ritz values beause the absolute values of these Ritz values arealmost the same. This jumping osts a lot of extra iterations. To prevent this,it makes sense to use traking as desribed in [3℄. This traking strategy is usedwhen the approximate eigenvalue is suÆiently aurate, i.e. when the residual issuÆiently small (see next setion). In pratie this redues the number of itera-tions. The traking strategy uses the urrent approximate eigenvalue as a targetand selets in the next iteration the Ritz value whih is losest to this target.3.3 Stopping riterion for the Jaobi-Davidson iterationDuring the iterative proess a stopping riterion should be used to deide when aShur pair an be onsidered as onverged. The auray of this Shur pair willdepend on this stopping riterion. When a Shur pair (~qk; ~�k) has onverged, theorthogonal matrix of Shur vetors Qk�1 is expanded with ~qk and JDQR proeedswith alulating an eigenpair (~qk+1; ~�k+1) of the deated matrix (see [3℄)(I �QkQ�k)G�1C(I �QkQ�k): (9)This eigenpair (~qk+1; ~�k+1) will be a Shur pair of G�1C. The auray of a nextShur pair will also depend on the auray of the previously alulated Shur pairs.For example, suppose the �rst k eigenvalues are alulated with a stopping riterionkrk < tol, where r is the residual of the Shur pair. One an try to inrease theauray of the next eigenvalues by dereasing tol. However, this will hardly inreasethe auray of the next eigenvalues, beause the Shur pairs (qi; �i); i = 1; : : : ; k,are already too inaurate. This is on�rmed by some numerial experiments notreported here.In pole zero analysis the ratio between the largest and the smallest important eigen-values is often very large (e.g. 107 or even larger). So all the Shur pairs have tobe alulated very aurately otherwise the smallest eigenvalues will not be au-rate enough, espeially when some of the smallest eigenvalues are ill onditioned.The properties of G�1C are not known in advane, therefore we will try to approx-imate the Shur pairs as aurate as possible. Note that a �xed stopping riterion8 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997



Unlassi�ed Report 012/97krk < tol will not be appropriate, beause it will be hard to hoose tol not toolarge (loss of auray) and not too small (the residual does not reah krk < tol ).Moreover tol should be di�erent for eah problem beause G�1C is not ompletelysaled (although the rows of G are saled, maxij j(G�1C)ijj is 1:3 �1010 for pz ag rtand 2:7 � 10�1 for pz 03, for example).In the initial phase of the onvergene of a Shur pair, the onvergene might berather irregular. When the residual is suÆiently small and the traking strategy isused, the onvergene will be very regular. When the norm of the residual has al-most reahed a minimal level (due to the �nite mahine preision), the onvergenewill slow down. At that point the approximate Shur pair is aepted as suÆientlyaurate. To detet this, the rate of onvergene is measured by the residual re-dution fator krjk=krj+1k, rj is the residual in the j-th iteration for the urrent,k + 1-th, Shur pair. This redution fator is ompared with a weighted averagedresidual redution fator with parameter �1:fj = (fj�1)1��1 (krj�1kkrjk )�1 :This fator is updated eah iteration if krj�1k=krjk > 1.Aeptane of Shur pairsThe approximate Shur pair is aepted ifkrjk=krj+1k < p1pfj; (10)where p1 is a (�xed) parameter: the onvergene in p1 iterations is slower than inone `average' iteration. This riterion an be used if the residual onverges regularand this is the ase when the residual is rather small in omparison with previouslyaepted Shur pairs: krjk < �rkp2 � sk; (11)In this formula p2 is a parameter and �rk is a weighted averaged norm of the residualsri of the previously aepted Shur pairs (qi; �i); i = 1; : : : ; k:�rk = (�rk�1)1��2 krkk1��2 : (12)First Shur pairAn approximate Shur pair is not aepted if ondition (11) does not hold. Duringthe alulation of the �rst Shur pair �rk is not known. Therefore, instead of (11)the ondition krjk < kG�1Ck1 ~� p3 � s0; (13)is used, where p3 is a parameter and ~� is the mahine preision. This ondition isbased on the experiene that for the pole zero problems of the test set the normof the residual an beome rather lose to or less than kG�1Ck1~�. In Pstar G�1Cis not expliitly known, so the alulation of kG�1Ck1 is too expensive. However,kmaxi G�1Cwik1 for a number of random sign vetors wi = [�1;�1; : : : ;�1℄, willgive a reasonable guess, beause kG�1Ck1 does not have to be very aurate.Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997 9



012/97 Unlassi�ed ReportThe traking strategy is used when the norm of the residual rj is smaller than skp4,with sk from (11) or (13) and p4 a suitable parameter. The stopping riteriondesribed above does not work when some sk is suh small that the residual willnot get smaller than sk. Therefore sk is inreased if during a number of subsequentiterations the norm of the residual does not derease or dereases too slow. Thisheuristi is not desribed in detail here.With a �xed �r instead of (12) the stopping riterion would be easier to use. However,it is diÆult to hoose a �xed �r. Criterion (10) does not work orretly when �r istoo large beause of the possibility of irregular onvergene and it is not possible tosatisfy (11) when �r is too small.3.4 DeationJDQR alulates the k+1-th eigenvalue by omputing the largest eigenvalue of thedeated matrix (I �QkQ�k)G�1C(I �QkQ�k): (14)When k beomes large, the projetions I�QkQ�k will beome expensive beause Qkbeomes large. Moreover the memory requirements will beome large.It might be interesting to skip the projetions (forget the previously alulated Shurvetors, no deation) and proeed with alulating interior eigenvalues instead of ex-tremal eigenvalues. For interior eigenvalues the orretion equation has to be solvedmuh more aurate than for extremal eigenvalues. Otherwise the onvergene ofthe Jaobi-Davidson iteration will be extremely slow, if there is any onvergene.So, although the projetions with the Shur vetors are heaper, the whole proessbeomes, in general, more expensive.The next example shows that the onvergene of interior eigenvalues an be verybad. As an example JDQR is used to alulate the eigenvalues lose to target = 0:1of matrix �G�1 �C of pz 28. With GMRES30 and a searh spae with jmin = 15and jmax = 20 after 70 iterations the norm of the residual is still large, so JDQRdoes not onverge. In this example the largest eigenvalue is �1 = 2:98 � 10+6and the eigenvalues lose to the target are �60 = 1:05 � 10�1 and �61 = 0:849 �10�1. Clearly, GMRES is not able to determine info of interior eigenvalues. Theremight be onvergene with an inreased number of GMRES steps. However, foran arbitrary problem and arbitrary target it will be diÆult to hoose the rightnumber of GMRES steps. With a suitable preonditioner onvergene for interioreigenvalues is muh easier, see setion 4.The JDQR [5℄ implementation uses standard Ritz values. For interior eigenvaluesharmoni Ritz values are more appropriate [3℄. With the JDQZ [3℄,[5℄ method forgeneralized eigenproblems it is possible to use suh a harmoni approah. Note thatfor the generalized eigenproblem the name harmoni Petrov value is used insteadof Ritz. With A = �G�1 �C and B = I, JDQZ is similar to JDQR exept that it is10 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997



Unlassi�ed Report 012/97possible to use harmoni Petrov values. Unfortunately this does not improve theonvergene. There was no onvergene after 70 iterations. With adaptive Petrovvalues [3℄ instead of harmoni Petrov values JDQZ does not onverge either. Thesame happens with the hoie A = C and B = G.3.5 Other hanges made to JDQR3.5.1 OrthogonalizationWith the stopping riterion desribed in setion 3.3 it sometimes happens that oneadditional iteration is performed although the residual is already very small. Is suhases the residual rj+1 an have a large omponent in the diretion rj. Then thesolution vj+1 of the orretion equation� ~Q�vj+1 = 0(I � ~Q ~Q�)(G�1C � ~�I)(I � ~Q ~Q�)vj+1 = �rj+1 (15)will be almost parallel to the previous orretion vj. The searh spae spanfV gis expanded with the orretion vj+1 orthogonalized with respet to V . So, vj+1will be almost parallel to V and in some ases modi�ed Gram-Shmidt will notbe aurate enough to preserve the orthogonality of V . Therefore repeated modi�edGram-Shmidt has been used instead of modi�ed Gram-Shmidt to orthogonalize thesolution v of the orretion equation. This is implemented by the following Matlabode. The funtion allmgs(V,v) orthogonalizes v with respet to V by modi�edGram-Shmidt (see [5℄).v = v/norm(v);v = allmgs(V, v, 0); v = allmgs(Q, v, 0);nrmv = norm(v)while nrmv < 1/2,v = v/nrmv;v = allmgs(V, v, 0); v = allmgs(Q, v, 0);nrmv = norm(v);end;Eah time a Shur vetor qk+1 is found, the matrix Qk is expanded with this Shurvetor: Qk+1 = [Qk qk+1℄. Vetor qk+1 is an element of the searh spae spanfV gwhih is orthogonal to the matrix of Shur vetors Qk. So in exat arithmeti qk+1 isorthogonal to Qk and thus Qk+1 is an orthogonal matrix. In inexat arithmeti wemight lose the orthogonality of Qk+1 for large k. In the algorithm it is assumed thatQk+1 is orthogonal. For example, suppose JDQR wants to projet a vetor w onspanfQg with the modi�ed Gram-Shmidt funtion. This will only give orret re-sults ifQ is orthogonal: Q�Q = I. Therefore it makes sense to (re)orthogonalize qk+1with respet to Qk before expanding Qk with qk+1 to get a better orthogonal matrixQk+1. This proedure is justi�ed beause JDQR only needs an orthogonal basis ofspanfQkg. This an be any matrix M with M�M = I and spanfQkg = spanfMg.Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997 11



012/97 Unlassi�ed ReportNote that in pole zero analyses one is not interested in Shur vetors. In the JDQRimplementation the approximate Shur vetor ~qk+1 has been orthogonalized insteadof qk+1.3.5.2 PreonditioningIn the JDQR method it is possible to use a preonditioner to preondition theorretion equation (15). Here, preonditioning has not been used. Therefore thepreonditioning is removed in the Matlab funtions to simplify the algorithm alittle bit and to redue the number of oating point operations. Espeially whenthe number of Shur pairs k beomes large, there will be a signi�ant redutionbeause solving systems with the projeted preonditioner ~Hk � ~Q�kK�1 ~Qk is ratherexpensive for large k.3.5.3 Remaining itemsFurthermore a number of small not interesting hanges were made to JDQR: Oneto handle some extremely small problems (e.g. problem size 1), one to handleG�1C = 0, et etera.3.6 Parameters used in JDQRThe parameters are hosen suh that the JDQR method works well for almost eahproblem of the pole zero test set. The parameters are enumerated in table 1. Thesame notation is used as in [5℄.For large problems the distribution of eigenvalues will be more dense than for smallproblems. The onvergene an beome slow in suh ase, espeially when theeigenvalues are lustered. Therefore the maximum degree of the GMRES polynomialinreases with the problem size to get a faster onvergene.4 Jaobi-Davidson QZ and shift-and-invertIn this setion some other approahes to solve the eigenvalue problem are surveyed.Instead of solving the standard eigenvalue problem (G�1C � �I)x = 0, it is alsopossible to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem(C � �G)x = 0: (16)Note that this formulation is di�erent from (2) (� = 1=s). For generalized eigen-problems the Jaobi-Davidson QZ (JDQZ) method [3℄ an be used. JDQZ alulates12 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997



Unlassi�ed Report 012/97Table 1: Parameters used in JDQR. *: The number of outer iterations for urrentapproximate Shur pair is j. n is the dimension of G�1C.Parameter Desription Valuejmax Maximum dimension of searh spae. min(n; d8 + n=6e; 20)jmin Restart dimension of searh spae. b0:75jmaxmaxiteration Maximum number of outer iterations. 10000V Initial searh spae. [ ℄Lsolver Method for solving orretion equation GMRESmtol Stop tolerane for GMRESm. 2�j (*)m Maximum degree of the GMRESm po-lynomial. bp(n+ 10)=2 + 1=2maxiter Maximum number of iterations ofGMRESm. 1dr Minimal ratio of j�maxj and j�j (dy-nami range, setion 3.2). 10�10�1, �2 Weight for weighted average (setion3.3). 0.1p1 Parameter in stopping riterion (se-tion 3.3) 5p2 idem 50p3 idem 100p4 idem 50solutions of the generalized eigenproblem (�A��B)x = 0 in a similar way as JDQRdoes for the standard eigenproblem. With A = C and B = G the eigenvalues beome� = �=�. An advantage of JDQZ ompared to JDQR applied to (G�1C � �I)x = 0is that it is not neessary to solve a system Gx = b (with G = UL) in eah iteration.Unfortunately, JDQZ does not always onverge. For the same problem as in setion3.4 (pz 28), JDQZ does not onverge to the extremal eigenvalue �1 = 2:98 � 106within 70 iterations, even if the orretion equation is solved with GMRES50. Withpreonditioning onvergene is muh easier. With G as preonditioner JDQZ on-verges rather good to the largest eigenvalues. However, with preonditioning themain advantage of JDQZ disappears, beause then JDQZ needs to solve a systemGx = b (with UL = G), just as JDQR does. Per iteration JDQZ will be even moreexpensive than JDQR and moreover, the memory requirements of JDQZ are muhlarger than those of JDQR.It might be an interesting idea to use the exat UL deomposition of C� �G for thealulation of eigenvalues. In priniple it is possible to alulate a sparse hierarhialUL deomposition for arbitrary � 2 C . This deomposition is not very expensiveto alulate. With this deomposition as preonditioner JDQZ is able to alulateinterior eigenvalues lose to a target � . For example the eigenvalues lose to thetarget � = 0:1 of the problem of setion 3.4 are onverging rather fast. However,eah time a new eigenvalue is found, the onvergene of the next eigenvalue is slower.Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997 13



012/97 Unlassi�ed ReportThe onvergene almost stagnates after eight eigenvalues are found.4.1 Shift-and-invertWith an exat UL deomposition of C � �G a shift-and-invert approah (see e.g.[6℄) might be more natural. The eigenvalues � of the eigenproblem(C � �G)�1Gx = �xare related with the eigenvalues � of G�1C via � = 1=�+� . So, eigenvalues of G�1Close to the target � are assoiated with the in absolute value largest eigenvaluesof ASI � (C � �G)�1G. In the same way as desribed in setion 3, JDQR an beused to alulate the extremal eigenvalues of ASI. It is also possible to alulatethe eigenvalues of ASI with a (restarted) Arnoldi method. However, JDQR willperform better when the eigenvalues of ASI are not very well separated: for the testproblem of setion 3.4, JDQR applied to ASI (� = 0:1) onverges muh better thanJDQZ with exat preonditioning does. Instead of eight eigenvalues (JDQZ), JDQRomputes 15 eigenvalues within approximately the same number (170) of iterations.Moreover the omputational osts of JDQZ per iteration are muh larger.Note that the eigenvetors of G�1C are the same as the eigenvetors of ASI. Itis easy to show that this allows to use the restrition matrix ST , as alulated insetion 3.1, to redue the problem size. The redued problem is STASIS.4.2 Choie of the shiftFor both JDQZ with exat preonditioning and JDQR with shift-and-invert the �rsteigenvalues are onverging rather fast (dependent on the target or shift). However,the onvergene slows down after a number of eigenvalues are found. This is ausedby the relatively bad separation of the eigenvalues with respet to the target (JDQZ)or shift (shift and inver) after deation of ASI. Therefore it is neessary to movethe target or shift to a di�erent value and start with alulating eigenvalues loseto the new target. It is possible to throw away the old Shur vetors then, beausethe eigenvalues lose to the new target an be alulated without deation withrespet to the Shur vetors of the old target. The target or shift has to be movedto new values in the upper half omplex plane (C and G are real, so the eigenvaluespetrum is symmetri with respet to the real axis) until all eigenvalues unequalto zero are found. This has to be done very arefully, otherwise one might miss aneigenvalue or an eigenvalue might be found twie. Therefore a smart strategy hasto be developed for moving the shift � through the upper half omplex plane. Thishas not been done in this report.An advantage of this approah ompared to the JDQR method of setion 3 is thatthe size of matrix of Shur vetors Qk stays small. So, the memory requirements are14 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997



Unlassi�ed Report 012/97muh smaller and the projetions I�QkQ�k will be muh heaper. In setion 3 all theShur pairs have to be alulated very aurate, otherwise the smallest eigenvalueswill not be aurate enough. Here, it is possible to alulate less aurate Shurpairs beause they are only of importane to the eigenvalues around the target orshift.For large problems the omputational osts will be relatively small ompared toother methods (see also setion 5.4). Suppose the problem size is n and O(n) eigen-values have to be alulated. Furthermore, suppose that per di�erent shift or targetit is possible to alulate O(1) eigenvalues with O(1) matrix vetor produts pereigenvalue. Then O(n) di�erent targets or shifts and O(n) matrix vetor produtsare neessary. The UL = C � �G deompositions and solves are heap, supposeO(n) ops (this might be rather optimisti). Then alulating the eigenvalues ostsO(n2) ops whih will be rather heap for very large n, see also setion 5.4.A disadvantage is that the target or shift has to be moved very arefully throughthe omplex plane, otherwise it is possible that some eigenvalues are not found (forexample a single eigenvalue in the left half plane). To limit the size of the domainthat has to be searhed, the largest eigenvalues an be alulated with ordinaryJDQR (until the size of Qk beomes too large). Another drawbak of the shift-and-invert approah is the less straightforward implementation.It looks like that shift-and-invert with JDQR an be useful for large problems. Notethat in a parallel environment di�erent shifts or targets an be used in parallel.The shift-and-invert approah an also be useful when one is interested in a parti-ular part of the omplex plane. For example; for stability analysis one likes to knowif there are poles in the right half plane (i.e. eigenvalues in the left half plane). Usu-ally the number of eigenvalues in the left half plane is very small or zero. Therefore,with a relatively small number of shifts the whole left half plane an be searhed.Note that G and C are real, so the eigenvalue spetrum is symmetri with repet tothe real axis and only the upper half plane has to be searhed. If JDQR does notonverge for a partiular shift, then one may onlude that there are no eigenvaluesin a region around the shift. The question that remains is: How to hoose the shiftssuh that one an be sure that all eigenvalues (if they exist) in the left half planeare found. This question will not be answered in this report.5 ResultsMost of the problems of the Pstar pole zero test set were used to test JDQR. Thematries C, G, �C and �C were produed by Pstar in a sparse format and read in intoMatlab. The Matlab JDQR implementation of [5℄, modi�ed as desribed in setion3, was used for alulating eigenvalues. All omputations are in double preision.The problems pz 16, pz 23, pz 26 and pz 37 have not been used, beause for theseproblems were added for testing the error handling of Pstar. For problem pz 35 thePhilips Eletronis N.V. 1997 15



012/97 Unlassi�ed Reportmatries �C and �G of the zeros were not generated by Pstar beause these were notrequested by the Pstar input �le.5.1 The e�et of deleting rows and olumns on the problemsizeTable 2 shows the e�et of deleting rows and olumns, as desribed in setion 3.1,for the test set pole zero problems. For some problems, for example pz 28, a largeredution of the problem size is possible. This might also be interesting for the QRmethod whih is implemented in Pstar. The table shows also that after deleting rowsand olumns most of the eigenvalues of the redued problem are unequal to zero. Thee�et of deleting rows and olumns on the ondition of the problems and the Bodeplots is desribed in setion 5.2 and setion 5.3. In general the redued problemsrequire approximately as muh iterations, to alulate a number of eigenvalues, asthe unredued problem exept for some small problems. This an be explained bythe unhanged eigenvalue distribution exept for eigenvalues zero. The advantagesof deleting rows and olumns are: less memory requirements, improved onditionnumber and heaper projetions (matrix Qk is smaller).5.2 Condition of pole zero problemsIll onditioned problems are deteted by applying a random Householder transformto matrix G�1C, see setion 2.1. The eigenvalues of M1, alulated with Matlab'seig, are �i and the eigenvalues ofM2 are ~�i, sorted in absolute value suh that indexi = 1 orresponds with the largest eigenvalue. An eigenvalue problem is marked `illonditioned' in table 3 if there are inaurate eigenvalues �i and ~�i ompared to thetwo largest eigenvalues:j j�ij � j~�ij j > 10+4 j j�jj � j~�jj j; for j = 1 and j = 2or if all eigenvalues �i are zero and ~�i shows that there is a Jordan blok struture.It makes sense to ompare with the largest eigenvalues beause in general, for thepole zero problems of the test set, the largest eigenvalues are well onditioned andonly eigenvalues whih are zero or whih are lose to zero are ill onditioned.Calulation of the ondition of a simple eigenvalue s(�) = jy�xj, x and y right andleft eigenvetor (see e.g. [4℄), also indiates that the ondition of the large (simple)eigenvalues is good. The table shows that the eigenvalue problem for the zeros ismore likely to be ill onditioned than the eigenvalue problem for the poles.For diagonalizable matries G�1C the Bauer-Fike theorem (see [6℄) might also tellus something about the ondition of the eigenvalue problem. Let ~�, ~u be an ap-proximate eigenpair of A with residual r = A~u � ~�~u, where ~u is of 2-norm unity.Moreover, assume that the matrix A is diagonalizable and let X be the matrix that16 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997



Unlassi�ed Report 012/97Table 2: Problem size of pole zero problems, size after deleting rows and olumns,number of eigenvalues alulated with JDQR suh that j�j > 10�10j�maxj.Poles ZerosProblem Size Size #eigenv. Size #eigenv.pz 01 5 5 5 4 4pz 02 7 3 3 3 3pz 03 10 5 5 5 4pz 04 11 3 3 3 3pz 05 4 2 2 1 1pz 06 35 21 21 20 20pz 07 3 1 1 0 0pz 08 35 21 21 20 20pz 09 504 365 299 365 300pz 10 1 1 1 0 0pz 11 1 1 1 0 0pz 12 2 0 0 0 0pz 13 3 1 1 0 0pz 14 5 2 2 0 0pz 15 3 1 1 0 0pz 17 11 6 6 5 5pz 18 9 6 6 6 6pz 19 9 6 6 6 6pz 20 19 13 13 12 11pz 21 4 2 2 1 1pz 22 60 36 36 35 35pz 24 3 1 1 0 0pz 25 9 6 6 6 6pz 27 exp2 18 6 6 6 6pz 28 177 74 74 74 74pz 29 56 41 41 41 41pz 30 63 22 22 21 21pz 31 30 12 2 13 13pz 32 lf a 10 7 7 6 6pz 33 7 6 6 0 0pz 34 9 6 6 0 0pz 36 os 120 86 86 85 85pz 38 7 5 5 0 0pz ag rt 114 96 96 96 96pz diode 11 1 1 1 1pz linear rt 6 4 4 3 3pz sh1 rt 26 18 18 18 18pz sh2 rt 26 18 18 18 18pz sh3 rt 28 19 2 21 2pz diode 2 11 1 1 1 1Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997 17



012/97 Unlassi�ed ReportTable 3: Ill onditioned eigenvalue problems: (y)es or (n)o, with ( d) and withoutdeleting rows and olumns. Corret Bode plot. If not orret: orret Bode plotexept for the last B de deades of the frequeny range, *: see setion 5.3. Anempty line means n n n n y. Poles ZerosProblem Size Ill Ill d Ill Ill d Bode B depz 01 5pz 02 7 y n y n ypz 03 10 n n y y ypz 04 11 y n y n ypz 05 4pz 06 35pz 07 3pz 08 35pz 09 504 n n y y n 0.5pz 10 1pz 11 1pz 12 2 y n n n ypz 13 3 y n n n ypz 14 5 n n y n ypz 15 3pz 17 11 n n y n ypz 18 9pz 19 9pz 20 19 y y y y n 0.5pz 21 4pz 22 60 y n y y ypz 24 3pz 25 9pz 27 exp2 18 n n n n n *pz 28 177 n n n n n 0.5pz 29 56 n n y y ypz 30 63 n n n n n 0.5pz 31 30 n n n n n 7pz 32 lf a 10pz 33 7 n n y n ypz 34 9 n n y n ypz 36 os 120 n n n n n *pz 38 7 n n y n ypz ag rt 114 n n n n n 0.5pz diode 11pz linear rt 6 n n y n n 0.5pz sh1 rt 26 y n y n n 0.5pz sh2 rt 26 y n y n n 0.5pz sh3 rt 28 n n n n n 5.5pz diode 2 1118 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997



Unlassi�ed Report 012/97transforms it into diagonal form. Then, there exists an eigenvalue � of A suh thatj�� ~�j � Cond2(X)krk2:For not diagonalizable matries the Matlab funtion eig tries to diagonalize thematrixA with a matrixX whih ontains almost parallel vetors (whih is inorret).The ondition number Cond2(X) is very large (order 1015) in suh ases. So anyway,we might expet ill onditioned eigenvalues when Cond2(X) is very large. In pratiedeleting rows and olumns of G�1C almost always dereases Cond2(X), in partiularfor ill onditioned problems. In, for example, the eigenvalue problem for the zerosof pz ag rt the ondition number Cond2(X) dereases from 3:5 � 1010 to 1:6 � 103.Although we have removed some Jordan bloks, there are pole zero problems withill onditioned eigenvalues lose to zero, maybe due to a Jordan struture. It seemsthat there are Jordan bloks, whih we an not remove by row and olumn deleting.5.3 Bode plotsFor eah problem a Bode plot has been generated to test whether the eigenvalues ofJDQR are alulated aurately enough or not. To ompare Arnoldi with JDQR,for some problems Bode plots have been generated with the eigenvalues alulatedby Arnoldi's method.5.3.1 Bode plots based on the eigenvalues of JDQRDiret omparison of the eigenvalues of JDQR with the eigenvalues of Matlab's eigshows (this is not shown here) that the deation (9) is stable: the absolute di�erenebetween the eigenvalues of both methods is for large eigenvalues approximately thesame as for small eigenvalues if all eigenvalues are well onditioned.To generate the Bode plots, the output proessing of Pstar has used the eigenval-ues whih were alulated with the Matlab JDQR implementation instead of theeigenvalues of its own eigenvalue algorithm (QR or Arnoldi). Table 3 shows the re-sults. The table shows that for some problems only the last deade of the frequenyrange of the pole zero Bode plot di�ers from the AC Bode plot. In suh ases thesmallest eigenvalues are not alulated aurate enough, e.g. due to ill onditionedeigenvalues lose to zero, see setion 2.1.For problems pz 28, pz 31, pz ag rt, and pz sh3 rt the di�erene between the ACBode plot and the pole zero Bode plot is aused by the extremely large dynamis ofthe problems. In these ases there are a few extremely large eigenvalues omparedto the other (small) eigenvalues. The absolute error in the large eigenvalues isapproximately the same as the absolute error in the small eigenvalues. So therelative error in the small eigenvalues is large. Unfortunately, the small eigenvaluesare needed and should be aurate to ensure orret Bode plots. For example inPhilips Eletronis N.V. 1997 19
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Figure 2: Bode plot of pz 09 with AC (solid line, |||) and JDQR pole zero(dashed line, - - - - -) .pz 31 the largest eigenvalue is of order 105 and there are important eigenvalues oforder 10�10. This will ause problems with any iterative eigenvalue method (e.g.like Arnoldi, see also table 4). The elements of the matrix C of pz 31 are alsoshowing the large dynamis of the problem: some elements are of order 1 and a lotof elements are of order 10�14 or smaller. Another extreme example is pz sh3 rt.For problems pz 36 os and pz 27 exp2 QR (the Pstar QR implementation) andJDQR are produing the same Bode plots, although there is a small di�erenebetween the eigenvalues of both methods. However both Bode plots di�er from theAC Bode plots. This may indiate that the di�erene between the AC Bode plotand the pole zero Bode plot is aused by a bug in Pstar and not by an inaurayof the eigenvalue alulation.The pole zero Bode plot of pz 27 exp2 is shifted in the vertial diretion with respetto the AC Bode plot. This bug should be �xed now, aording to the Pstar experts.Figure 2 shows the Bode plot of pz 09. Figure 3 shows that a Jordan blok mightgive problems for high frequenies. The Bode plot is orret when this Jordan blokis removed by deleting appropriate rows and olumns of G�1C.5.3.2 Bode plots based on the eigenvalues of ArnoldiIn this report for some pole zero analysis problems the Bode plot results of theJDQR method are ompared with the Bode plot results of the Arnoldi method asit is implemented in Pstar. This implementation does not use restarts, so we have20 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997
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Figure 3: Bode plot of pz 33 without deleting rows and olumns of C and G (seesetion 3.1) with pole zero (- - - - -). The solid line(|||) is the AC Bode plot.to build a large searh spae to �nd enough eigenvalues. Otherwise the omparisonbetween JDQR and Arnoldi would not be fair, beause JDQR omputes almostall eigenvalues. Furthermore the results in table 4 show that even with a largesearh spae Arnoldi produes bad Bode plots. With a smaller searh spae theseBode plots would have been even worse. Note that with suh a large searh spaethe dimension of the projeted matrix in Arnoldi, V �G�1CV , beomes large. Thisimplies that alulating eigenvalues of this matrix beomes rather expensive, henewe do not gain very muh ompared to the QR method. The maximal dimension ofthe searh spae has been hosen a little bit larger than the number of eigenvalueswhih were omputed by JDQR. Table 4 shows the results.Note that Arnoldi fails to produe orret Bode plots for the largest problems ofthe test set: pz 09 (problem size 504) and pz 28 (problem size 177). So the Arnoldimethod in Pstar is not suitable for the task it is meant for: simulation of largeiruits. Moreover the Arnoldi Bode plot di�ers from the AC Bode plot over rathera large frequeny range. Figure 4 shows the Bode plot in the Arnoldi ase. Clearly,the eigenvalues produed by Arnoldi are often not orret, see also [2℄.5.4 Computational ostsIn general the eigenvalues are onverging rather well. Figure 5 shows the onvergenehistory of pz 06.Table 5 shows the number of matrix vetor produts whih were required to alulatePhilips Eletronis N.V. 1997 21



012/97 Unlassi�ed Report
Table 4: Arnoldi ompared with JDQR. Corret Bode plot, (y)es or (n)o. If notorret: orret Bode plot exept for the last B de deades of the frequeny range(*: not orret for the whole frequeny range). Arn dim is the maximal dimensionof the Arnoldi searh spae (default: 50).JDQR ArnoldiProblem Size Bode B de Ar dim Bode B depz 03 10 y 50 ypz 09 504 n 0.5 320 n 3pz 17 11 y 50 ypz 22 60 y 50 ypz 28 177 n 0.5 90 n 4.5pz 29 56 y 80 n 3pz 30 63 n 0.5 50 n 4.5pz 31 30 n 7 50 n 8pz 33 7 y 50 n 0.5pz 38 7 y 50 n 3pz ag rt 114 y 100 ypz sh1 rt 26 y 50 ypz sh3 rt 28 n 5.5 50 n *
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Figure 4: Bode plot of pz 28 with AC (|||) and Arnoldi pole zero (- - - - -).22 Philips Eletronis N.V. 1997
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Figure 5: Convergene history of poles pz 06.the eigenvalues with JDQR. For large problems the number of matrix vetor produtsto alulate one eigenvalue is often larger than for small problems. This is due tothe in general more dense spetrum of large problems.Table 5: Number of matrix vetor produts needed by JDQR for alulating eigen-values assoiated with the poles.Problem Size # Matrix vetorpz 08 35 178pz 09 504 16956pz 22 60 501pz 28 177 1919pz 36 os 120 2654pz ag rt 114 1655In pratie the omputational osts for an arbitrary problem will depend stronglyon the number of eigenvalues that have to be alulated. This number of eigenvaluesdepends on the frequeny range the Pstar user is interested in. For example pz 09has 295 poles and zeros whih are inside the frequeny range whih is of interestto the Pstar user. JDQR has alulated 299 poles and 300 zeros, so it is almostimpossible to limit the omputational osts of pz 09 by alulating a smaller numberof eigenvalues. As a rule of thumb there will be about n=2 eigenvalues unequal tozero. A lot of them will not be interesting for the spei�ed frequeny range beausethey are aused by parasitial apaitors. Suppose n is the number of unknowns andJDQR has to alulate kmax = O(n) eigenvalues. A matrix vetor produt will ostO(n2) ops beause the projetions in (14) ost O(n2) ops. Note that the G�1Cpart of the matrix vetor produt will be heaper than the projetions for suÆientlylarge k, beause C is sparse and G has a sparse UL deomposition. More than O(n)matrix vetor produts will be required to alulate the eigenvalues, so the totalPhilips Eletronis N.V. 1997 23



012/97 Unlassi�ed Reportosts will be more than O(n3). This will often be larger (dependent on kmax) thanthe QR algorithm whih needs approximately 10n3 = O(n3) ops, due to a larger(larger than 10) onstant fator in QR's O(n3). Note that JDQR will be muhheaper than QR if one is only interested in a small number of largest eigenvalues,e.g. in ase of a stability analysis. We remark that in a parallel environment itis possible to redue omputational osts by parallelizing the projetions and otherparts of JDQR.The memory requirements of JDQR are determined by the size of the m� k matrixof Shur vetors Qk. m will be smaller than n if it is possible to redue the problemsize (setion 14). This matrix Qk is smaller than the matrix n� n G�1C whih hasto be stored for the QR method. So JDQR requires less memory than QR does.6 AknowledgmentsI would like to thank Henk van der Vorst, Gerard Sleijpen, Jan ter Maten, Marelvan de Wiel and Marjan Driessen for the interesting disussions and for their ideasand suggestions with respet to Jaobi-Davidson and pole zero problems. Somesmall piees of text in the introdution and in setion 2 are partly opied from [1℄
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